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4.9-10 Discipling Spiritual Young Adults 
Simon Wroe 

Introduction 

This session explores the characteristics and needs of spiritual “young adults” and identifies the relational 

contexts in which they can grow. It will reinforce and develop your understanding of some discipling principles.  

Learning goals  

1. You will have the discipleship pathway and some principles of discipling reinforced 

2. You will be able to recognise some of the characteristics and needs of spiritual young adults  

3. You will better understand the kind of environments and relational contexts where spiritual young 

adults people can mature  

Walking the pathway 

Reminder of the spiritual pathway:  

• spiritual unborn 

• spiritual infant  

• spiritual young adult  

• spiritual parent 

 

I am writing to you, dear children, because your sins have been forgiven on account of his name.  I am writing 
to you, fathers, because you know him who is from the beginning. I am writing to you, young men, because 
you have overcome the evil one.  I write to you, dear children, because you know the Father.  I write to you, 
fathers, because you know him who is from the beginning. I write to you, young men, because you are strong, 
and the word of God lives in you, and you have overcome the evil one. 1 John 2:12-14 

                                           
This is in poetic form and John is thinking about spiritual children, young adults and parents. He is not thinking 

about three age groups children, young men and fathers.  

 

Note that:  

1. A spiritual young adult may be 80 years old!  

2. Spiritual young adults may well be involved discipling not yet Christians and spiritual infants, in exactly the 

same way physical young adults often have young children and babies. 

3. The stages merge and are not discrete categories 

4. The principles of discipling remain the same, whatever the stage. These are:  
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• Relational (Matthew 22:37-39 - the great commandments) 

• Intentional (Matthew 4:19 - apprenticeship model)  

• Kingdom focused (Matthew 6:10 - your kingdom come) 

• Generational (spiritual and physical generations - 2 Timothy 2:1-2; Psalm 145:4-5) 

Understanding the needs and characteristics  

Group 1: 1 Thessalonians 2:13-3:13 

What characteristics and needs do you observe?  

Is there any evidence in 2 Thessalonians that these disciples had progressed between the writing of the two 

letters in these features? See 2 Thess 1:3-11 

Group 2: 1 Thessalonians 4:1-18 

What characteristics and needs do you observe?  

Is there any evidence in 2 Thessalonians that these disciples had progressed between the writing of the two 

letters in these features? See 2 Thess 2:1-15 

Group 3: I Thessalonians 5:1-24 

What characteristics and needs do you observe?  

Is there any evidence in 2 Thessalonians that these disciples had progressed between the writing of the two 

letters in these features? See 2 Thess 3:6-14 

 

The focus with spiritual infants are the how-to’s and Christian basics such as assurance of salvation. The focus 

with spiritual parents is more around vocation/calling/gifting and building perseverance. What’s distinctive 

about the spiritual young adult stage is building character and exploring ministry. 

 

In the Oxford English Dictionary, character is defined as:  

 

• the qualities that make a person different from others 

• strength and originality in a person’s nature  

• a person’s good reputation  

• an eccentric or amusing person  

 

As far as NT is concerned, character is a person’s moral and spiritual qualities, so for example, defined by the 

fruit of the spirit in Galatians 5:22-23, contrasted with the acts of the flesh, Galatians 5:19-21. Character is 

what people see in terms of being like Christ. It’s what’s above the waterline, if you think of an iceberg.  

 

How is God at work developing your character?  

 

How would you walk alongside others in building character? 
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Understanding environments and contexts 

Having read 1 Thessalonians 1:1-2:12, how did Paul, Silas and Timothy meet the needs of these spiritual 

young adults? Look for key words.  

Healthy environments  

Healthy discipling happens in community. Paul, Silas and Timothy worked together; the Thessalonians were a 

church, a gathered community. The letters are addressed to a community, not to an individual. We’ve also 

seen aspects of that community which were healthy and aspects which were less healthy. Healthy, growing 

disciples create healthy growing communities and vice versa.  

 

We can see some examples of healthy and unhealthy spiritual environments in the letters to the seven 

churches, Revelation 2:1-3:22 

 

What did Jesus commend as being healthy? What did he challenge as being unhealthy? What didn’t he 

mention at all?  

 

Group 1: The churches at Ephesus, Smyrna and Pergamum (Revelation 2:1-17)  

 

Group 2: The churches at Thyatira and Sardis  

(Revelation 2:18 - 3:6) 

 

Group 3: The churches at Philadelphia and Laodicea (Revelation 3:7-22) 

Relational contexts  

In order to disciple spiritual young adults in a healthy way we need to use five different relational contexts. 

We need all five contexts for complete discipling. We cannot be discipled ourselves or disciple others simply 

by focusing on one or two of them. 

 

Each has a different mix of up (passionate spirituality), in (radical community) and out (missionary zeal).  

 

We can see the five relational contexts in Jesus’ ministry:  

 

Jesus and the Father – e.g., withdraws and prays (Mark 1:35) 

Jesus and the Three – e.g., transfiguration (Luke 9:28) 

Jesus and the Twelve – e.g., washing the disciples’ feet (John 13: 1-16) 

Jesus and the Seventy – e.g., sends 70/72 out (Luke 10:1-24)  

Jesus with the crowds - e.g., feeding 5000 (John 6:1-14) 
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How does this translate into our context today?  

 

Personal walk with God (Jesus and the Father) - this is the divine relationship and directly impacts on the 

other four contexts. The most important thing we can do in discipling ourselves or in discipling others is to 

have a daily devotional time and help others to do the same. This is foundational (and the foundation of the 

pyramid of maturity).   

 

Closest friendships (Jesus and the Three) - the one, two or three people you can be completely open with. 

These are transparent relationships. There’s an intimacy and impact that comes with friendship. Note that 

God the Trinity lives in radical community  

 

Life Group/small groups (Jesus and the Twelve) - 4-12 people. It’s too big for closest friendships, but small 

enough to allow for closeness, support and challenge. 

 

Missional community (Jesus and 70) - 20 to 70 people. This is for experimenting and using spiritual gifts. 

Focus here is mission, practice and service. The first three contexts focus on the upward and inward aspects 

of discipleship. The focus here is outward on “missionary zeal” 

 

Sunday Services/Worship Services (Jesus and the Crowds). In terms of discipling, it’s where we receive 

inspiration, direction and preaching. It tends to be passive, although there is plenty of opportunity for service 

when you consider what is involved in opening the church doors on a Sunday morning! Here there is an up 

and out focus. 

 

We need a rhythm of church that encourages all five relational contexts. Western Christians have had a 

tendency to expect most (or all) of their discipleship to occur during the weekly 60-90 minutes in the Sunday 

morning service. The problem with this expectation is that public gatherings only do some aspects of 

discipleship well (such as inspiration) but are poor at other essential parts of disciple-making (such as 

accountability and support). 

 

How are you doing personally against these five relational contexts?  

 

How can you encourage young spiritual adults to engage with all five areas, if they’re not already doing so? 

 


